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150 research beagles rescued in India by an animal rights group. The dogs 
were being used to test cosmetics. Some had reportedly never walked 
outside their cages. Here they’re free to move about for the first time in 
their lives. 
 
It’s very much legal to use dogs and other animals in approved 
experiments in the U.S. For obvious reasons, it’s also the subject of much 
debate among animal rights activists like People for the Ethical Treatment 
of Animals. 
 
The National Institutes of Health and Laboratory in Maryland has confined 
hundreds of monkeys and bred dozens of babies of each year to be 
predisposed to mental illness. 
 
John Young, Veterinarian: What we do here is very responsible, very 
humane and very likely to lead to improved health care for human and non-
human animals. 
 
Oswald Steward, Director, Reeve-Irvine Research Center: 
We can’t say whether something new is safe or whether it works unless it’s 
gone through a proper set of tests. These tests actually have to begin at 
the level of animals so it’s very important to do that. 
 
But you might be surprised to learn how many dogs are being used as test 
animals – more than 61,000 in fiscal year 2015 according to the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, which, by law, oversees animal welfare. 
Some of those canine experiments are conducted by our own federal 
government – at taxpayer expense –in ways that aren’t transparent, and are 
hard for outsiders to evaluate. 
 



 

 

Anthony Bellotti: We’re not talking about cosmetic companies, we’re not 
talking about pharmaceutical companies, we’re not talking about charities. 
We’re talking about Beltway abuse, government agencies experimenting on 
these dogs. 
 
Anthony Bellotti heads “White Coat Waste Project” a group that wants to 
stop taxpayer-funded animal experiments. 
 
Sharyl: Can you summarize what you learned about what’s going on here? 
 
Bellotti: What we learned is that there are over 1,100 dogs, beagles, other 
hounds that are currently being experimented on in government agencies. 
Those agencies include the National Institutes of Health, CDC, FDA, the 
Pentagon and the Department of Veterans Affairs or V.A. 
 
Anthony Bellotti says the V.A. falsely declared it wasn’t experimenting on 
dogs… For example, the V.A. research facility in Richmond, Virginia 
reported using no dogs or other animals in fiscal year 2016. 
 
Anthony Bellotti: What we found in our analysis of their paperwork, was 
that in 2016 the Veterans Administration said they had not, were not, 
experimenting on any dogs. Didn’t turn out to be the case. What we found 
was that they were indeed experimenting on these dogs. We’re talking 
about experiments involving high levels of pain and distress unrelieved 
with anesthesia or pain relief. 
 
Through a deep dive into government documents, Bellotti’s group learned 
of six projects at the Richmond V.A. center using dogs. 
 
Anthony Bellotti: We’re talking about experiments in which dogs are 
tethered to treadmills, forced to run for periods of time to stress their 
hearts. They suffer spontaneous heart attacks after devices are implanted 
surgically, they run, they have heart attacks, they kill them. They dissect 
their hearts and they look at basic curiosity driven research. 
 
Other federal experiments in 2016 included an NIH study that subjected 
beagles to “controlled bleeding” to induce shock and see if transfusions 
with fresh blood are better than old blood. More dogs died if they got old 



 

 

blood. Versions of this experiment were also done in 2010, 2012, 2014 and 
2015. 
 
Anthony Bellotti also learned of a V.A. study that force-fed dogs and made 
them repeatedly vomit to study the muscles. 
 
Sharyl: Is it necessary these days to do animal testing, at least in 
government agencies? 
 
Rep. Vern Buchanan, R-FL: I can't imagine it. I'm not sure how the VA got 
involved in it. It puts a lot of animals at risk, and I guess some of them are 
actually dying as a result of it, that's my understanding, so we're going to 
clearly look into it, in, in the very near future. 
 
Congressman Vern Buchanan co-chairs Congress’ bipartisan “Caucus for 
Animal Protection.” He signed this week’s letter asking the V.A. Inspector 
General to investigate “whether animals are being harmed unnecessarily 
and whether taxpayer dollars are being misused.” 
 
Sharyl: What about for people who say, animal research is maybe a 
distasteful, but a critical component of studies that has to be done to make 
life better for people? 
 
Rep. Buchanan: I don't agree with that. I don't think we need to put our 
animals at risk. And I think most people would side with me on that point. 
 
The V.A. declined our interview request so we couldn’t ask about its 
disclosures, experiments or the results. In a statement, the agency said its 
animal research is carefully monitored, “subject to a strict system of review 
and oversight,” and complies with federal and state animal welfare laws. 
 
At a hearing about the V.A.’s budget earlier this month, Congressman 
Sanford Bishop questioned a V.A. representative about a letter White Coat 
Waste Project sent about the animal research. 
 
Rep. Bishop, D-GA: Do you intend to undertake that investigation and do 
you have any idea how long that will take? 
 



 

 

VA Rep: I got the letter last night about 5 o’clock last night. I read the letter, 
I responded to the gentleman who sent it saying we will review it and we’re 
in the process of reviewing it and we’ll determine whether or not it’s 
something that makes sense for us to do. 
 
Defenders of animal research emphasize how crucial it’s been to saving 
human lives, whether creating vaccines, or treatments for diabetes and 
heart disease. 
 
Dr. John Young: We have mice we’re using to unlock the mysteries of 
downs syndrome. We have pigs with coronary arterial stents to treat 
cardiovascular disease and we have dogs that have telemetry devices 
implanted in them to measure intra-arterial and ventricular pressure to treat 
heart failure patients. 
 
But Bellotti argues a big problem is lack of transparency. There’s no easy 
way for the public to even know the outcome of the V.A. dog research 
funded with tax dollars. 
 
Anthony Bellotti: Their own internal policies say they need to be posting 
the results of these studies. They’re not doing that. How are we, as 
taxpayers, and medical professionals, doctors who treat veterans, how are 
we supposed to determine if we should be investing more in VA style heart 
attack experiments on dogs if they’re not even abiding by their own rules 
and posting the results of these experiments? We can’t make that 
judgment call. 
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Scott: Paris: it is where song fills the air, romance people's hearts and the 
joie de vivre, or, joy of living, makes the city of lights, the city of love. Its 
Eiffel Tower, museums of priceless art, the River Seine and sidewalk cafes 
are an international draw and what lured the Williams and Ostrowski's from 
Florida. Although the laissez-faire lifestyle has been lessened a bit for 
these visitors.  



 

 

Woman: We were a little uneasy the day we actually came from London to 
Paris was the day of the attacks in London and when we got off the train we 
learned about them. 
 
Man: It is in my mind. When I do or hear something, whenever we hear 
motorcycles, we kind of look. I don't know why or what it is, maybe all the 
movies we've seen in the past, but when we hear motorcycles we kind of 
look to see what it is. And when we're sitting in a cafe, kind of watching 
stuff that happened here in the past. 
 
Scott: That past of the Paris attacks has some very present reminders. 
Heavily armed police walk the beat around the city's most iconic sights and 
where tourists are hard pressed not to notice. Man: We see the armed 
guards it actually makes you feel a little safer because you know they're 
there to protect you. 
 
Scott: The Arc de Triumph, a tribute to former wars won, hosts an odd 
clash of old and new, as those in long-retired uniforms stand feet away 
from ones worn reflecting the current state of concern. The Blau family, is 
here from California. 
 
Woman: As Americans we have a false sense of security. Especially those 
that travelled before 9/11. 
 
Man: We certainly thought about it with our discussions of this trip. But 
once you're here, I mean you're constantly aware of your surroundings 
and, no, it's a lovely city. 
 
Scott: Even the French clash over the relaxed "C'est la vie" mindset. 
 
Scott: Do you worry at all or no? 
 
Man: No, I'm not worried at all. I'm not. 
 
Woman: I am. 
 
Man: She's worried. 
 
Scott: Though it's an exaggeration to say fear dominates the mindset in  



 

 

France. After all, Paris is a strolling and shopping haven. 
 
Scott: Done some damage? 
 
Man: Yeah she has! Look at the bags. 
 
Scott: And so they choose to concern themselves with another type of 
international 'conflict'. 
 
Man: Being from Los Angeles too, you know, we're hoping to get the 
Olympics and France is the only country that's left, so it's between France 
and the U.S. 
 
Scott: So you're doing a little lobbying? 
 
Man: Well you know, I've got my fingers crossed we'll see. 
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Lindsay Whittaker: I'm in like the smallest, skimpiest outfit. It's freezing and 
it's raining outside. He’s trying to rob me and I’m just scared for my life, 
like I’m in somebody else’s car, like he could have easily killed me. 
 
Lindsay Whittaker is one of the lucky ones. She was a prostitute for six 
years and lived to talk about it. Born in Vancouver, Washington, Lindsay 
ran away from home at age 12 and landed on the streets of Portland. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: At what point did you go from being a runaway kid with a 
troubled life at home, to a runaway kid who was pushed into the sex 
trafficking business? 
 
Lindsay Whittaker: Mainly just being around the wrong people. There's 
pimps and mean dirty people like that everywhere, and they approached 



 

 

me, I told them what was going on because I was scared, you know, a little 
child in the streets not knowing where they are going to eat, where they are 
going to go, so when you don’t have that and somebody comes and tries to 
comfort you and take you in, you know, you're a kid and you fall for it. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: They sort of groom you? 
 
Lindsay Whittaker: Yeah, like they train you, they slowly manipulate your 
mind and slowly say little things, that just get you to where they want you. 
 
Jeff Tiegs : These predators out there, these terrorists out there are looking 
for their prey. 
 
Jeff Tiegs leads the Guardian Group, that works to disrupt sex trafficking in 
the U.S. 
 
Jeff Tiegs: He just got engaged, this is an indicator that she’s working for 
him. 
 
He is also a counterterrorism expert who spent 25 years in US Army 
Special Operations 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Is recruiting for isis similar to recruiting for child trafficking? 
 
Jeff Tiegs: It is, in my opinion, identical. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: So, they're looking for somebody who's vulnerable. 
 
Jeff Tiegs: Yes. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Then what? 
 
Jeff Tiegs: They befriend that individual. So they begin to groom you and 
give you the things that you need, but ultimately, that grooming shifts to a 
breaking phase where they want you to do something that violates your 
character. That can be something from the terror world as violent as, and 
final, as a suicide bomber, or in the trafficking world, they convince you to 
start turning tricks and having sex with men. 
 



 

 

 
Lindsey Whittaker’s pimp sold her through strip clubs in Portland and also 
posted her availability online. She looked young, and that was fine for the 
clients or ‘johns’. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Were there johns that specifically requested you because 
they knew you were a kid? 
 
Lindsay Whittaker: yeah. Yeah, definitely, like that's, that's probably why a 
lot of them chose me anyways. Um, obviously, we wouldn't broadcast that I 
was a minor, but it was very clear, like, when you're a child you look like a 
child. Act like a child. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Do you remember how old you were the first time you were 
raped? 
 
Lindsay Whittaker: Around that time, when I first got into the streets, 
around like 12, 13. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: If you had to guess how many times you were raped, what do 
you think it would be? 
 
Lindsay Whittaker: Oh, I can't even say a number. That's just a lot. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: More than a hundred? 
 
Lindsay Whittaker: Yeah. A lot. A lot. I don't know, it's a sick world, that 
whole part that world, it's just horrible. And I don't want, I don't want any 
girls to ever have to go through that, you know what I mean? Like, I would 
save every single one if I could. 
 
Chad Opitz: The main goal is if we get any minors, but the traffickers are 
the other things. 
 
In Beaverton, Oregon, a suburb southwest of Portland, Detective Chad 
Opitz makes it his mission to save as many of these girls as he can. Posing 
as an interested client, he sets up a date. 
 
 



 

 

 
Lisa Fletcher: You know, I was watching you text this morning, setting up 
these dates, and then I was thinking, you could be booking a plane ticket or 
a dinner reservation, I mean it's that easy. 
 
Chad Opitz: Yes. It's sadly it's too easy. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: How many texts a day do you think these women get on 
average? 
 
Chad Opitz: I would say dozens. And that's probably being a safe number, 
it is pretty much right when they post, they get inundated with, with 
potential johns. 
 
Chad Opitz: These two have just responded for possibles… 
 
Opitz showed us just how easy it is to buy a girl online, thru websites like  
 
Backpage, a classified advertising site. 
 
Chad Opitz: right now we are waiting for maya to show up, she posted as 
an 18 year old here on backpage. And she’s supposed to be showing up 
probably in the next 15 minutes 
 
Chad Opitz: Hi Detective Opitz, beaverton police department, how are you? 
Maya ended up being 16 years old. 
 
Chad Opitz: I just need to find out who you are and I need to make sure that 
you’re okay. Ok? 
 
She was taken back to the police department. 
 
Counselor: Have you ever been in this sort of situation before? 
 
She received counseling and was eventually released into the custody of 
her mother. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
While Portland’s ‘brick and mortar’ sex shops are dwindling, the Internet 
has only made it easier for prostitution and sex trafficking to flourish…and 
for men interested in young girls to find exactly what they want. 
 
Jeff Tiegs: Every single one of these girls is for sale right now. And you 
can see the time and date stamp on when they were posted, and the thing 
that we work with law enforcement on, is there, there are clues hidden in 
these ads that, that help you understand who they are, where they are, and 
help law enforcement become more efficient. And as we move closer and 
closer to that capability in the United States, trafficking is going to get 
crushed. 
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Scott Thuman: Le Pen and Macron are just the latest presidential 
candidates who not only are competing against each other, they are also 
competing against the rising threat of election tampering...increasingly 
sophisticated attempts to influence or hack the outcome by outsiders. 
 
Scott Thuman: Are you amazed at what you see everyday? The threat? 
How big it gets? 
 
Gerome Billois: Yeah. The threat is growing, that is for sure. We have seen 
it growing over the last couple of years, but since 2014 I think it really 
exploded. 
 
Scott Thuman: Gerome Billois is a cyber-security specialist who says 30 
countries have developed such capabilities, though Russia is often at the 
top of the list. 
 
Scott Thuman: So the warnings have gone out. 
 



 

 

 
Gerome Billois: The risk is real today for the election. You know what 
happened in the US, so we fear that the situation could be the same in 
France. 
 
Scott Thuman: Macron claims he’s the victim of a smear campaign 
targeting his personal life due in part to his pro-European stand. Le Pen, 
like Trump, is against the EU, and is seen as pro-Putin. 
 
CNN: ...says that Vladimir Putin aspired to help Donald Trump win the 
election. 
 
Scott Thuman: What France doesn’t want is what continues to plague the 
Trump administration beyond its first 100 days. Investigations and 
questions over influence. 
 
Congress hearing: The FBI, as part of our counterintelligence mission, is 
investigating the Russian government’s efforts to interfere in the 2016 
presidential election. 
 
Scott Thuman: But the history of hacks goes further back in France. In 
1974, during the old Soviet days, the KGB worked to propel their preferred 
candidate. Modern times have brought new methods. This is TV5 and 
international television company in the heart of Paris. Two years ago, all of 
their stations worldwide went to black and their social media pages, taken 
over by hackers. Yves Bigot, the head of TV 5, says investigators 
eventually traced the hack back to Russia, possibly as retaliation for past 
tensions between the two nations, or, perhaps a test, for these elections. 
 
Scott Thuman: Is this election in jeopardy of being altered and influenced 
by the Russians? 
 
Yves Bigot: They will probably try as they maybe did in America, they 
maybe did in the UK with the Brexit, they will probably try to influence, 
badly or in a good manner, different candidates that they would prefer to 
have in power. 
 
Scott Thuman: If so, who do they want to benefit? 
 



 

 

 
Yves Bigot: Well, we know that at least two of the French candidates have a 
thing for Mr. Putin. 
 
Scott Thuman: What do you mean, have a ‘thing’ for Mr. Putin? 
 
Yves Bigot: they kind of like him. They admire him. 
 
Scott Thuman: All media are suspect in France. Like the US elections, 
social media is being used to channel or influence opinions. Facebook is 
trying to make changes based on hard lessons learned in the states.  
 
According to a report in the Wall Street Journal, Facebook claims to have 
vetted more than 30,000 accounts in France before last Sunday’s primary 
election. A French election official said the spread of fake news has 
increased dramatically. 
 
Russia Today (RT): People don’t have any more faith in them, what’s 
happened here? 
 
Scott Thuman: One media attracting attention is the Russian influence 
hiding in plain sight. RT or Russia Today, the channel overtly supported by 
the Kremlin, which recently expanded in France.  
 
Yevegina Albats runs an independent weekly magazine in Moscow, we 
spoke to her last December. 
 
Yevgenia Markova Albats: They, you know, government doesn't have 
money for healthcare, for education, etc. However, at the last minute, they 
managed to find 1.2 billion rubles for RT French Edition. Russia Today, RT 
is going to create its French version, why? Because there are presidential 
elections in France. And because Russian government support right-wing 
politicians like Marine Le Pen. 
 
Scott Thuman: We know Russia Today has been expanding its reach here 
in France, does that concern you? 
 
Yves Bigot: The thing is, everybody tries to influence everybody 
throughout the world, the Russians very strongly, armed equipped to do 



 

 

that but everybody does that I guess the Chinese do it, I guess the 
Americas do it, I guess us French do it also, the thing is now, it’s become 
kind of like a sport 
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DONALD TRUMP THE FIRST 100 DAYS 
 
Frank Sesno: There was no honeymoon period in this administration. 
 
President Trump: Am I doing a good job, right? 
 
Sharyl: Much like his campaign, Donald Trump continues to navigate 
uncharted waters as President. 
 
President Trump: No administration has accomplished more in the first 90 
days… 
 
David Gergen: I actually think this may be the worst 100 days we’ve ever 
seen for a President. 
 
Sharyl: Taking it on the chin from the establishment: liberal and 
conservative alike. 
 
Charlie Sykes: So far, the only president with worse 100 days was William 
Henry Harrison who didn’t last past 30 days. 
 
Sharyl: Together with the media establishment, it seems nearly all were 
equally committed to criticizing President Trump’s every step, syllable and 
tweet from Day One. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Frank Sesno: I think that the first 100 days which should have been, if not a 
honeymoon, at least um, a time when we can go out and have dinner nicely 
together, we’re not that. 
 
Sharyl: Frank Sesno is Director of the School of Media and Public Affairs at 
the George Washington University. 
 
Frank Sesno: Donald Trump doesn't go to the White House 
correspondents’ dinner. Donald Trump goes out and continues to call 
reporters horrible people, refers to the media or some of the media as 
enemies of the people. I've never seen another president do that. 
 
Sharyl: What are the general differences you see in the press coverage 
between Donald Trump versus what you saw with President Obama? 
 
Howie Kurtz: Well, President Obama, famously got a very easy ride in the 
2008 campaign and he never got the kind of sustained personal criticism 
that this president gets, just about every day. 
 
Sharyl: Fox News media critic Howie Kurtz says in President Trump’s first 
100 days, much of the press has continued in campaign mode. Mocking, 
attacking and sorely mistaken. 
 
Matt Lauer: In no part of your mind or brain can you imagine Donald Trump 
standing up one day and delivering a state of the union address? 
 
President Obama: Well I can imagine it, uh, in a Saturday Night skit. 
 
Sharyl: How has the media coverage changed since President Trump has 
been elected? 
 
Howard Kurtz: Given that the media were so spectacularly wrong about 
Donald Trump during the campaign…I thought we would see a little bit of a 
course correction. 
 
Sharyl: Consider some the worst media campaign projections as compiled 
by one website 
 



 

 

 
CNN: I think this is the beginning of the end for Donald Trump. 
 
CNN: Really the beginning of the end for Donald Trump. 
 
MSNBC: I will eat my right hand if Donald Trump is the Republican 
nominee. 
 
Howard Kurtz: Beginning with the transition and after the president took 
office, there was virtually no honeymoon which is traditional, the negative 
tone has kept up. 
 
Sharyl: In a general sense, the media really missed the mark during the 
campaign. What has the media done, if anything, to self-correct, that you've 
seen? 
 
Frank Sesno: Well they haven't done enough to self-correct in my view.  
 
What was missed in the campaign was ear to the ground, gumshoe 
reporting, to hear what people are experiencing and feeling. 
 
Sharyl: The “100 days” measure of American presidents can be traced to 
Franklin Roosevelt’s election during The Great Depression. 
 
FDR Library: In the 100 days of action March 9 to June 16, 1933, 16 major 
issues were addressed. 
 
President Roosevelt: I pledge myself to a New Deal for the American 
people. 
 
Sharyl: According to Gallup, which measures honeymoons by above-
average public approval, Eisenhower enjoyed the longest one among 
modern presidents—41 months. Kennedy was next with 32 months. Ford’s 
and Clinton’s honeymoon didn’t even last one month. And Obama’s was 
about six months. 
 
President Obama: You can expect an unrelenting, unyielding effort from 
this administration, in the second hundred days, and the third hundred 
days and all the days after that. 



 

 

 
Sharyl: As a correspondent for CNN, Sesno covered the White House under 
Reagan and George H.W. Bush. 
 
Sharyl: What are your reflections so far on the media's treatment of Donald 
Trump under his presidency? 
 
Frank Sesno: This is a different ballgame. We’ve always had a, an 
aggressive press, we've always had a political press, we've always had a 
snarky, White House press. But this is different. I think it's different 
because Donald Trump has singled out the press and their treatment. He's 
declared war on the press. 
 
President Trump: And I want you all to know that we are fighting the fake 
news. It’s fake. Phony. Fake. 
 
Frank Sesno: And this is where I think probably President Trump made a 
mistake. The media do still matter. Millions, in fact, billions of people 
around the world do still read mainstream media. 
 
Sharyl: Yet there seems little doubt that the media is breaking away from 
its traditional role when it comes to President Trump. 
 
Brian Stelter: I get a ton of emails from viewers right now asking us to hold 
this new president accountable hoping that CNN and other outlets like it 
will stand up to this president. 
 
Frank Sesno: The political filter has never been as thick and obscuring as it 
is now. 
 
Sharyl: What do you mean by that? 
 
Frank Sesno: We have more politics in our coverage. We have more 
ideology in our media. This is where the media are going to have to make a 
stand, and you know, Washington Post’s, "Democracy Dies in Darkness," 
well that's, you know that sounds like a sequel to a Batman movie but it's, 
it's also both a calling and a flag in the ground. 
 
 



 

 

 
Sharyl: It seems like there has been an unprecedented blurring, an 
accepted blurring of the lines of reporters who report the facts and those 
who then editorialize very widely on their own broadcasts. 
 
Howard Kurtz: They’re snarky on Twitter, they’re going on TV, and slinging 
their opinions and these lines got blurred. President Trump has been 
obliterated because it is deemed acceptable in many quarters to say 
negative things about this president, to say snarky things, to doubt his 
word. 
 
Scott Pelley: It Has been a busy day for presidential statements divorced 
from reality. 
 
Howard Kurtz: You know, the anchors of a network evening newscast have 
a special place, people still look to them to be fair arbiters of the news and 
the language Scott Pelley uses while on CBS, when he comes out and 
essentially calls President Trump a liar, may win him applause from some 
in the mainstream media but it seems to cross a very clear line. 
 
Sharyl: But Kurtz says President Trump has also crossed a clear line. 
 
Howard Kurtz: When he uses phrases like mainstream media “fake news, 
“enemy of the American people,” that in my view goes a little too far. 
 
President Trump: A few days ago I called the fake news the enemy of the 
people. And they are. They are the enemy of the people. 
 
Howard Kurtz: There certainly is reason for him to be upset with the way 
that he is covered. He can never seem to catch a break, if he gets a good 
story it’s gone within 24 hours. But enemy of the American people 
suggests traitorous behavior and I think that goes over the line. 
 
Sharyl: For all the animosity… could it be that the media and this President 
are locked in a dysfunctional relationship that’s mutually beneficial? 
 
Frank Sesno: Some media have strong ideological um, baggage or 
principles depending on your point of view that they bring. Some see a 
higher calling and need for a different level of journalism. Some are just 



 

 

engaged and innovated because the ratings and circulation and clicks are 
up across the board because Donald Trump is the moth to flame. 
 
Howard Kurtz: When President Trump held that marathon news conference 
at Trump Tower, he spent a lot of time media bashing. He refused to call on  
CNN, he got into it with Jim Acosta. 
 
Jim Acosta: Say categorically that nobody... 
 
President Trump: Don’t be...no I’m not going to give you a question. I’m not 
going to give you a question. You are fake news. 
 
Jim Acosta: No, Mr. President Elect that’s not appropriate... 
 
Howard Kurtz: I think the president actually enjoys this, it’s almost 
therapeutic for him. 
 
Sharyl: How would you sum up the media’s behavior under President 
Trump, the first 100 days? 
 
Howard Kurtz: The coverage of the first 100 days seems to me to be 
negative sometimes bordering on hostile. Unduly personal, certainly fairly 
pointing out when the president has made mistakes or missteps or 
misstated the facts. 
 
President Trump: I turn on TV, open the newspapers and I see stories of 
chaos. Chaos! Yet, it is the exact opposite. 
 
Howard Kurtz: But overall can anybody really argue that Donald Trump has 
gotten a fair shake or even the kind of approach that just about every 
president in modern era has gotten? I don’t think so. 
 
Frank Sesno: Not one president I've seen in the past has loved their media 
coverage. They all hate it at some level, but they try to coopt it. They try to 
work around it. They try to work through it. And so, I think here there is a, a 
very serious brick wall between the two. No honeymoon. No honeymoon. 
 
 
 



 

 

Sharyl: So you were inside the Trump campaign and the administration, is 
it as chaotic as the media portrays it to be? 
 
Boris Epshteyn: No, it’s not. Well, you know the media has to sell its 
goods, right, and the media has to push out information nonstop and of 
course it’s sexy and it’s clickbait to write about chaos in the administration, 
but it’s really not. You know people are working hard, they’re determined, 
they’re resolved, and things are getting done. 
 
Sharyl: For people looking back at the first 100 days, what would you say is 
ahead in the next year or couple of years for this president. 
 
Boris Epshteyn: To people in the states, people outside the beltway, that 
100 day mark is arbitrary and what they’re looking for is they’re looking for 
a longer time period for the president to show them what he talked about 
during the campaign is coming true and that’s what is ahead. Health care 
will get done, tax reform will get done, the infrastructure in this country, the 
bridges, the roads, they need to be rebuilt and that’s going to get done 
under this president. 
 
Sharyl: What do you think is among the most important things President 
Trump has done so far? 
 
Boris Epshteyn: I think the moves on trade, I think the making sure 
Americans know that he is going to be protecting the American economy is 
vital. Of course the action in Syria, drawing a line there that President 
Obama tried to draw but then you know he let Bashar al Assad to do 
whatever he chose to do in Syria and the president stood firm on that. 
 
Sharyl: For people that’re trying to figure out this president, would you say 
he is more conservative, liberal or none of the above. 
 
Boris Epshteyn: He’s definitely a conservative, he’s a Republican...but 
most importantly he’s pragmatic. This president is about getting things 
done for the benefit of the American people. Some of the provisions that 
were talked about during the campaign, on child care for example, are not 
traditional Republican issues, but they’re very important to this president 
and to those around him. 
 



 

 

 
Sharyl: From what you’ve seen, would you describe him as more of a 
hands on type of manager or someone who delegates a lot. 
 
Boris Epshteyn: He’s very hands on, but he’s hands on in a pragmatic way 
and productive way. You know he’s not filling out the time sheets for the 
tennis courts at the White House, like Jimmy Carter used to do. He’s hands 
on in managing what needs to be managed, but then trusting those who are 
around him to do the job they’re supposed to do. 
 
Sharyl: Do you feel that President Trump is surprised by the level of 
animos that the media continues to heap upon him? 
 
Boris Epshteyn: It’s disappointing, it’s disappointing to those of us who 
were on the campaign and in the administration, but for the president, he’s 
all about getting things done for the American people. 
 
President Trump: Go ahead...quiet, quiet.  
 
Boris: So is he upset at them, not necessarily...would it be nice to be 
treated fairly? Of course it would be. Everybody wants that. 
 
Sharyl: Do you think he feels comfortable in the space that he’s in now 
from the times you’ve been around him. Happy isn’t necessarily a 
requirement for this job, but do you feel like he’s close to being as gratified 
as he could be? 
 
Boris Epshteyn: He is definitely comfortable being president. It’s definitely 
a position that suits him well and it’s a job that he’s doing with all of his 
heart and he’s giving it all. 
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Andrea Benson: There were girls that were really, really young, but um, 
honestly, that's what the johns want and so it's not something that we even 
thought about at all. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: When Andrea Benson worked as a prostitute in Portland, 
Oregon, she knew that the clients wanted their girls young. 
 
Andrea Benson: Even when I was in the life, um, I put that my age was 19 
and guys would just be like, well you don't look like you're 19. You look like 
you're younger. You look like my granddaughter. You look like my 
daughter. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Benson claims she was trafficked on Backpage, an online 
classified advertising site. 
 
Carol Robles-Roman: This is a business model that makes $9 million 
dollars a month using this exploitive model. 
 
Carol Robles-Roman heads Legal Momentum, a group suing Backpage on 
behalf of a “Jane Doe” client who claims to have been trafficked on 
Backpage...and two other advocacy groups who support victims of sex 
trafficking, including children. 
 
Carol Robles-Roman: These are kids. These are young kids, these are 
minors and there's no justification - there's no way to defend it 
 
Lisa Fletcher: No one alleges that Backpage is running a prostitution or 
trafficking ring.  
 
However, in January, a Senate Homeland Security subcomittee on 
investigations concluded that Backpage knowingly facilitated online sex 
trafficking. 



 

 

 
Lisa Fletcher: Among the findings: Backpage has knowingly concealed 
evidence of criminality by systematically editing its “adult” ads. Backpage 
knows that it facilitates prostitution and child sex trafficking. 
 
Carol Robles-Roman: There should not be a vehicle that has made the 
trafficking of kids so easy, like hey, do you want to order a pizza sure, let’s 
do that I’m gonna get my phone, hey do you want to order a kid? 
 
Lisa Fletcher: A 20 year old law has made it difficult for critics to shut 
Backpage or any similar site down. 
 
Tucked into the “Communications Decency Act,” is a short provision- 
known as “Section 230” -that shields websites and internet platforms like 
Facebook, Twitter and Backpage from liability over objectionable content 
posted by users. 
 
Emma Llanso: Section 230 is really one of the cornerstones of free speech 
online. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Emma Llanso works with the Center for Democracy and 
Technology.. which is funded, in part, by silicon valley to prevent 
restrictions on the internet. 
 
Emma Llanso: If I were, for some reason, to tweet something defamatory 
about you, you could of course sue me for saying something defamatory, 
but you couldn’t sue Twitter for having published that defamation 
worldwide, and that’s a really key protection. If companies were vulnerable 
to lawsuits over the content of the speech that their users are posting 
every day, they would very quickly basically be sued out of existence. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Twitter was sued in 2016, for allegedly providing material 
support for Islamic extremists who killed two American contractors...But 
the case was dismissed using protections in section 230. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: According to the congressional report, Backpage tried to 
appear as though it was fighting trafficking by editing out code words for 
minors like “fresh” and “new to town” - to make the ads look quote 
“cleaner than ever” ….But congressional investigators found Backpage 



 

 

was actively allowing the traffickers to operate, and pocketing the ad 
revenue. 
 
Lisa Fletcher:? What about these, this civil liberties and the free speech 
advocates who say, ‘If you were to win your case would have very 
significant implications on free speech, very broadly across the globe.’ 
 
Carol Robles-Roman: Yeah there would be implications on free speech. 
You cannot sell children online for sex. That's the implication. You cannot 
rape children online, that's the implication. Free speech, the First 
Amendment does not protect criminal conduct. 
 
Lisa Fletcher: Critics of yours will say this is just a bunch of legal 
acrobatics that protect pimps that protect traffickers while kids are being 
raped. 
 
Emma Llanso: These are a bunch of legal standards that have existed in 
our country for 20 years to protect the ability for all of us to use the internet 
for freedom of speech and access to information. We would not have the 
incredible array of online publications, social media sites, search engines 
other websites that we have without a law like section 230. 
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Many reasons have been offered for tightening our borders. One is to 
reduce the flow of illegal drugs including the opioids fueling the America's 
addiction crisis. But we found one method of trafficking drugs is shipping 
them, in plain sight.. through the US Postal Service. 
 
Joce Sterman from our digital partner Circa has our report. 
 
Joce Sterman: Across the country, the war on drugs is getting tough talk. 
Sheriff Peyton Grinnell: "To the dealers, I say enjoy looking over your 
shoulder, constantly wondering, if today is the day we come for you". 
 
Joce Sterman: At all levels a crackdown to stop, or control, the country's 
addiction to opioids. And the suppliers who fuel it. 
 
Gary Tuggle: We still need to be laser focused on dismantling them or 
severely disrupting them. 
 
Joce Sterman: Gary Tuggle has been fighting the drug dealers for more 
than 20 years. Now he's the special agent in charge of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration's Philadelphia field office. His main focus: 
stopping the rising abuse of synthetic opiates, like fentanyl and carfentanil. 
 
Gary Tuggle: This stuff will kill you in micrograms. What would be the 
equivalent of grains of salt could cause you to die. 
 
Joce Sterman: Is this something I can readily find? 
 
Gary Tuggle: Absolutely. It absolutely is. We've drummed up an increased 
focus on going after these groups on the internet that are trafficking in 
fentanyl. 
 
Joce Sterman: It's an international effort for the DEA, these dangerous 
drugs are manufactured and shipped to the U.S. from overseas from 
countries like China, India and Mexico. The shipments are mixed in among 



 

 

the millions of packages that arrive on our shores every day and the 
narcotic distributors have found an easy method of entry. 
Sen. Amy Klobuchar: Believe it or not they just use the good ole postal 
service. 
 
Joce Sterman: Minnesota Democrat Senator Amy Klobuchar says foreign 
distributors are capitalizing on a loophole that makes it easier for illicit 
drugs to evade detection when they're sent to the states. 
 
Sen. Klobuchar: These dealers see an opening and they go for it and we 
are the ones that have to be as sophisticated as they are. That means 
putting tracking information on the packages. 
 
Joce Sterman: Electronic tracking information that details exactly where 
packages came from, who shipped them, and other specific identifiers, is 
something that's required for foreign packages handled by private carriers 
like Fedex and UPS. It's been the law for them since 2002. More than a 
decade and a half later though, no one's closed the loop on the postal 
service. So packages shipped in the U.S. Mail are harder for U.S. Customs 
and Border Protection to red flag. 
 
Joce Sterman: What do you think is the true cost of not getting this 
advance data on these packages? 
 
Sen. Klobuchar: Well the true cost is first of all of the obvious cost of life. 
Fifty people a day dying from overdoses. The other cost will be the cost of 
law enforcement having to go after it, their major investigations. Why not 
stop it before it gets on our shores? And you do that by helping customs 
with tracking. 
 
Joce Sterman: Klobuchar is co-sponsor of a bill that would require the 
same advanced tracking data for all shipments from foreign countries that 
use our postal system. It has bipartisan support and the backing of the 
president who highlighted this issue during his campaign. 
 
Donald Trump: We will close the shipping loopholes that china and others 
are exploiting to send dangerous drugs across our borders in the hands of 
our own postal service. A Trump Administration will crack down on this 



 

 

abuse and give law enforcement the tools they need to accomplish this 
mission. 
 
Joce Sterman: In a statement, the U.S. Postal Service said it does get data 
on a substantial number of packages but that they're committed to 
increasing the amount. They pointed to new regulations that went into 
effect this year that enhance their ability. As well as a screening pilot 
program that's in the works. 
 
Gov. Tom Ridge: They've been aware of it but now they're getting a little 
pressure to do something about it. 
 
Joce Sterman: Former Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge is backing 
the efforts. He's a paid advocate but is quick to dismiss critics saying the 
cause didn't get the attention it needed until he starting working with 
'Americans For Securing All Packages' and pushing their plan 
aggressively. 
 
Gov. Tom Ridge: It's a weapon of mass destruction, more and more people 
getting killed every day. We're not saying to any and all people, this is the 
answer. We're saying this is a huge, huge loophole. It's a gateway for these 
illicit drugs and let's narrow that ability to get these drugs into our 
communities. 
 
There's hope they can get the STOP act passed before the end of the year. 
The USPS is already piloting some efforts to stop it. Governor Ridge says 
there are "diplomatic conversations" about this as well to put some 
pressure on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
ON AIR NEWS BROADCASTS 
 
 
Search for Fisher (Aired 04/03/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Search crews are 
on the water at Yuba State park looking for a missing 64-year-old man. The man 
was with a fishing partner when their boat capsized. 2News had a crew on the 
scene giving viewers a live look of the scene and the search, as well as the 
condition of the man found on the shore. 
 
Search for Suspects (Aired 04/03/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Southern Utah 
Police are searching for a man accused of hanging around high schools and 
luring at girls. The man is connected to three separate incidents in the St. George 
area. The viewer learns the latest details on the suspect and who they’re looking 
for, as well as what parents to kids at the school as to say. 
 
Mt. View Stabbing (Aired 04/03/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A 16-year-old boy 
pleaded guilty today to stabbing several classmates inside a Bountiful school 
locker room. The teen will serve time in the juvenile justice system. The viewer 
learns what was said in court, and who testified in the hearing that decided the 
teens sentence. 
 
Boat capsized on Yuba Lake (Aired 4/3/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) 
– Juab County Sherrif’s Office found the body of a missing man on Yuba Lake. 
Two fishermen were out on the lake Sunday when their boat capsized. One man 
was found alive on shore and taken to the hospital. The body of the second 
fisherman was found Monday evening. According to police, drowning is 
suspected.  
 
Homeless plan criticized (Aired 4/4/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
The American Civil Liberties Union of Utah is speaking out against Salt Lake 
County Sheriff Jeff Winder's recent proposal to create a homeless campground 
near Rio Grande where drugs, alcohol and weapons will be prohibited. The 
ACLU of Utah argued that the 21-point proposal is "constitutionally suspect and 
could attract expensive litigation." The ACLU of Utah points out that Winder's 
plan opens the county to a number of lawsuits under the First, Fourth, Eighth and 
Fourteenth Amendments.  
 



 

 

School stabbing sentencing (Aired 4/5/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) 
– A Mountain View High School student admitted in court to stabbing five 
students back in November. The teen admitted to five counts of attempted 
aggravated murder. A competency evaluation found the teen competent to 
proceed in the case. Judge Nielsen said the maximum sentencing guidelines 
would put keep the juvenile incarcerated until he is 21-years-old. 
 
Take Back the Night (Aired 04/05/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – Dozens of 
students marched from one Salt Lake college to another in the "Take Back the 
Night" event.  It's a yearly event designed to raise awareness about sexual 
assaults.  Organizers say one in three women will be sexually assaulted during 
their lifetime and they will not stop marching until progress is made to bring that 
number down. This story explains what local colleges are doing to make sure 
women feel safe on campus and lets our viewers know how often sexual assaults 
happen here in Utah. 
 
Hiking Safety (Aired 04/06/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Two hikers are 
recovering after a serious fall at a popular Utah hiking trail. Search and rescue 
says the good weather can be deceiving on the trails. The viewer learns how the 
warmer weather, doesn’t always mean safe hiking conditions. They also learn 
when the safe time of year is to hit the trails, as well as safety tips for when they 
do decide to hike. 
 
Sex Assault Suspect (Aired 04/07/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Tonight, a 
woman is recovering from an attack on the Salt Lake Community College 
Campus. Police say a man was hiding in the woman’s locker room before the 
assault. The viewer learns the details of the crime, the search for the suspect, 
and video of the arrest. 
 
BYU Sex Assault Reports Up (Aired 04/07/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – There 
has been a surprising jump in the number of sexual assault reports at BYU in 
recent months.  Officials say it is not because more assaults are happening but 
because more victims are coming forward to file reports. BYU has recently made 
changes that school officials believe have made victims feel more comfortable 
when reporting sexual assaults.  This story explains what the changes are and 
why they were made in first place.  We also talk to a girl who was sexually 
assaulted who says she believes the changes will be helpful for victims. 
 



 

 

LDS Bishop killed (Aired 4/10/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - The 
Southern Utah town of Veyo is hurting after one of their own was killed in a car 
crash. Darrin Ivie, 53, who was an LDS ward leader and father of seven kids, 
was driving on State Route 18 towards St. George. His pickup truck swerved 
over the center line causing a semi, in the oncoming lane, to crash into his 
vehicle. Sgt. Larry Mower with the Utah Highway Patrol said the semi-truck driver 
was caught completely off guard. Both vehicles were completely destroyed. 
 
Aggravated Burglary (Aired 04/11/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police are 
searching for a man after a wild assault in Draper. The man was hurt bad, but will 
survive. Police say he had to be taken to the hospital and cops are still looking 
for the assailant. The viewer learns details about the terrifying break-in and a 
description of the suspect they are looking for. 
 
Dirty Drug Needles (Aired 04/11/2017 @ 9pm, 1:45 minutes) – Tiny needles are 
causing huge concerns for parents in several Utah communities and now health 
officials are trying to come up with a solution for the dirty problem.  They would 
like to increase the number of safe containers in which needles can be disposed 
of around the city.  But they are facing two big problems, a lack of funding and 
places to put the containers.  This story lets our viewers know what is already 
being done to try and keep drug users from tossing used needles on the streets 
and explains why health official are struggling to come up with a way to clean up 
the problem. 
 
Child Left in Car (Aired 04/12/2017 @9pm, 1:30 minutes) – A woman is in 
custody after she left her toddler alone in a car for nearly three hours.  A 
passerby reported seeing the child in the car.  The mother when she finally 
returned admitted she left the child to get drugs.  This story was breaking the 
moment we shared it, right as the mother was being taken into custody.  This 
story is also a good reminder to parents about the dangers of leaving a child in a 
car. 
 
Women beaten to death (Aired 4/12/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
The man arrested for the murder of a Mount Pleasant woman appeared in court 
for arraignment. Anthony Christensen, 35, is facing charges of murder, 
obstruction of justice, and abuse or desecration of a human body for the March 
31 death of his fiancé, 34-year-old Kammy Edmunds. Investigators believe 
Christensen beat Edmunds to death and tried to make it look like she was injured 
in a car crash, and died at home. They found her body, bloody and bruised, 



 

 

inside the bathroom of their Mount Pleasant home off 300 North State Street. 
Authorities recovered Edmund's wrecked car from a dry riverbed. They say the 
damage was not consistent with a fatal crash. 
 
Homeless Syringes (Aired 4/12/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) -  A 
small contingent of volunteers scoured a field off 600 West in Salt Lake City 
looking for used drug syringes. Patrick Rezac works with newly formed group 
called Syringe Watch. They pick up what drug users leave behind. The spot near 
the railroad track on 600 West is popular with drug users because of low lighting 
and a trail that is set back from the road. Their trail includes garbage, discarded 
clothes, and dozens of used syringes. Syringe Watch has been out for a few 
weeks picking up needles from spots popular with drug users. They’ve also 
formed a hotline where people can call and report discarded needles. 
 
Child Abandoned (Aired 04/12/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – A Utah mom is 
behind bars after police say she left her 21-month- old baby only in a car for 
hours.  Witnesses say they saw the woman park her car near the homeless 
shelter and then walk away, leaving her little girl inside.  Police officer search the 
area looking for the mom but have no luck.  They stakeout the car and arrest the 
woman when she arrives three hours later.  This story explains how the little girl 
is doing after being abandoned and lets viewers know what charges will be filed 
against the mother. 
 
Abused Cat (Aired 4/13/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Another cat 
has been abused in Davis County within 20 days and about a block from where 
Sage the Cat was found back in March. The Humane Society of Utah is issuing a 
$3,000 cash reward to bring a stop to the ongoing animal cruelty. The injured 1-
year-old cat is in the care of a veterinarian and is expected to survive, according 
to animal control. The Humane Society does not know if the same person who 
tortured Sage the cat also abused this cat.  
 
Roy OIS Lawsuit (Aired 04/13/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – The family of a 
man shot and killed by Roy police are filing a lawsuit against the two officers who 
pulled their triggers. The Sanchez family says the decided to sue the officers 
after seeing video of the shooting, which they say shows the officers chase 
Sanchez, throw him to the ground and them shoot him with his own gun.  This 
story shows our viewers the video, so they can judge for their selves if the 
officers had a right to shot the man.  It also explains why the family feels a 



 

 

lawsuit is necessary and gives the police department an opportunity to defend 
the officers' actions. 
 
Suspect Praised Folo (Aired 04/14/2017 @9pm 1:30 minutes) – People shocked 
after a Utah judge praises an LDS Bishop convicted of rape.  The judge during 
sentencing called the suspect “a good man.” This story was a follow to the initial 
story, and dealt with the community outrage following the remarks. 
 
Abdi Mohamed ruling (Aired 4/14/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - A 
judge ruled that a teen shot by Salt Lake City Police outside a homeless shelter 
in 2016 will be tried for aggravated robbery and drug charges in juvenile court. 
Abdullahi "Abdi" Mohamed is accused of using a broom handle to assault a man 
after an attempted drug deal on Rio Grande Street in February 2016. Police 
confronted Mohamed during the alleged assault and ordered him to drop the 
broom handle before shooting him several times. He appeared in juvenile court in 
January for a preliminary hearing where prosecutors called witnesses and laid 
out evidence against him. 
 
Gun Found by CT Tech (Aired 04/14/2017 @ 9pm, 1:15 minutes) – A West 
Jordan man is speaking out after a crazy incident played out in front of his home.  
He says two teen crashed a van on his property and then took off running.  
Officers eventually caught up with them.  The suspects were search, arrested 
and taken in a police car to the hospital to be checked out.  While at the hospital, 
a CT scan shows one of the suspects still has a handgun in the waist band of his 
pants.  This story lets our viewers know of the mistake make by police and gives 
the police department a chance to respond to the allegation of shoddy police 
work. 
 
Pajama Robbery (Aired 04/17/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A woman believed 
to be the so-called “Pajama Bandit” is behind bars tonight. Police say Nannette 
Perkins faces serious charges for robbing at least six banks. The viewer learns 
how police tracked her down, and hears from her family who can’t believe she 
would be accused of such a crime. 
 
SSL Murder Investigations (Aired 04/17/2017 @9pm, 1:30 minutes) – Police are 
asking for the public’s help after finding the body of a man in South Salt Lake on 
Easter Sunday.  46-year-old Matthew Holt was shot to death in an empty parking 
lot.  This story was used to reach out to the public to help police find out more 
information about the suspects in this case. 



 

 

 
DJ Harrison plea (Aired 4/17/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Dereck 
James "DJ" Harrison pleaded guilty to kidnapping and killing a UTA employee. 
Harrison was in Kemmerer, Wyoming, in connection with the death of 63-year-old 
Utah man Kay Ricks. The plea agreement states that he admits to two of the four 
crimes he would have faced. In exchange, it is agreed the sentence will be life 
without parole for the murder charge and 20 to 22 years for kidnapping, one 
sentence running after the other. The murder charge carried a possible death 
sentence.  
 
Hiker Search (Aired 04/18/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Crews continue their 
search for a Utah woman and her step-grandson that went missing while hiking 
in Grand Canyon National Park. The two were last seen being swept away in a 
creek on Saturday. The viewer learns the latest in the search efforts at the park 
from park rangers.  
 
Syracuse Teen (Aired 04/18/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Tonight, a 
community is mourning the loss of a 15-year-old Dakota Kilburn. The Syracuse 
Jr. High School student was hit last night and died today in the hospital. The 
viewer hears from classmates of the student, who are mourning the loss of their 
friend.  
 
Weber St. Robbery (Aired 04/18/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – Students at 
Weber State University are being warned to be on alert after a rare robbery on 
campus. Police say two men approached another man in a parking lot, showed a 
gun, demanding money and a laptop.  The victim handed his stuff over and the 
two suspects ran off. Police say this is the first armed robbery on campus in 
several years.  This story lets our viewers know what the university is doing to 
protect students, including stepping up patrols.  It also gives viewers a 
description of the suspects and tells them what to do if they know anything about 
the robbery. 
 
Jazz Player Allegations (Aired 04/20/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A Utah Jazz 
Player is facing domestic violence allegations. Back-up center Jeff Withey 
reportedly accused by his ex-fiancée, a playboy playmate. The team says it’s 
“collecting information.” The woman’s name is Kennedy Summers. She and 
Withey broke up last year. In the middle of the Jazz-Clippers playoffs, TMZ says 
she filed a police report. The viewer learns the allegations against a player in the 
middle of a big playoff series for the Jazz. 



 

 

 
Deserae Turner (Aired 04/20/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Tonight, a 14-year-
old girl is home again, two months after she was shot in the head. Deserae 
Turner spoke publicly for the first time before she left the hospital. Family and 
friends gathered at her Smithfield neighborhood to welcome her home. The 
viewer got to see how the teenager was doing after a severe and traumatizing 
shooting left her seriously hurt.  
 
Teen left for dead speaks (Aired 4/20/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
A Cache County teen who was shot in the head and left in a Smithfield ditch is 
home after a two-month stay at Primary Children’s Hospital. Deserae Turner, 14, 
told the media she is very thankful to be alive and is looking forward to go home 
to her horses. Turner was at the hospital since she was found with a gunshot 
wound to the head in the early-morning hours of February 18. The Turner family 
said they have felt the overwhelming support from their community.  
 
Child hit by car (Aired 4/20/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) – A young 
boy was taken to the hospital in critical condition after hit by a car right in front of 
his school. The first grade boy was with his friend when he said he ran across the 
street and was struck in front of Fremont Elementary. The child was later 
upgraded to fair condition with broken bones.  
 
Clearfield Sex Assault (Aired 04/20/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – A Syracuse 
martial arts instructor is behind bars accused of sexually assaulting one of his 
students.  20-year-old, Damian Fullmer, was booked into jail on six counts of 
aggravated sexual abuse of a child.  Court documents say a girl's parents called 
police when they found text messages and nude pictures of Fullmer on her 
phone. Police say the instructor may have been sexually abusing the victim for 
six months.  This story explains why police believe that the assault did not 
happen at the martial arts studio and let's viewers know that investigators believe 
this was an isolated incident. 
 
FBI on Bank Robberies (Aired 04/21/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – Local FBI 
officials say they are seeing a spike in the number of bank robberies in the state 
of Utah.  In Salt Lake County alone there have been 31 robberies so far this year.  
That's compared to just 10 robberies over the same time period last year.  
Agents say they thing the holdups are being fueled by an increase in heroin use.  
They say the drug is gripping Utah because of it similarities to prescription pain 
killers but at a fraction of the cost.   This story explains what the FBI is doing to 



 

 

try and catch these bank robberies and lets our viewers know what they can do 
to help track down the suspect. 
 
Daggett County Sheriff Resigns (Aired 04/24/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – 
The Daggett County Sheriff suddenly resigned today, as his department faces 
serious allegations of criminal misconduct. The sheriff was the one who asked 
the State to consider the misconduct allegations at the jail. Today, he said he 
was stepping down to help with the investigation. The jail allegations have been a 
big talker in the media, and the sheriff resigning had a lot of people wondering 
what that had to do with the allegations. The viewer learned what was being said 
concerning the rumors. 
 
Cold Case Guilty Plea (Aired 04/24/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A guilty plea, 
in a 40-year-old cold case murder. A DNA test helped investigators track down 
Patrick Michael McCabe, and today he answered for the crime. 2News was in the 
court room for the guilty plea and brought the viewer reaction from the family 
after it was all over. 
 
County Sheriff resigns (Aired 4/24/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Daggett County Sheriff’s officials say former Sheriff Jerry R. Jorgensen left his 
job in an attempt to speed up the process of returning inmates from the Utah 
Department of Corrections to the county jail. Nearly 80 inmates were pulled from 
the Daggett Jail after allegations surfaced of mistreatment of the inmates. The 
sheriff’s office, with approval from the county attorney, said Sheriff Jorgensen 
was the one who made a request to the Utah DOC to investigate in January after 
he was alerted to the allegations of mistreatment. The department will be 
temporarily led by Chief Deputy Chris Collett, until the county commission 
appoints an acting sheriff at their meeting on Tuesday. 
 
Holt Murder Folo (Aired 04/24/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – The family of a 
man shot to death on Easter Sunday is breaking their silence.  The father of 
Matthew hold is speaking out in hopes that it will help find his son's killer.  Police 
don't have a lot of clues to go on but they do know the kind of car the suspect 
was driving and are now trying to track it down.  This story lets our viewers know 
that police are still searching for the gunman and allows the victim's family to 
speak about their loved one. 
 
Hatchet Robberies (Aired 04/24/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – Taylorsville 
police are searching for a hatchet-wielding robber. The man is accused hold a 



 

 

hatchet to the throat of a Taco Bell clerk and demanding money.  Once he got 
the cash, the man took off.  This story lets viewers know to be on the lookout for 
dangerous man and gives them a description of the suspect.  It also explains that 
police believe this may be the same man who robbed a 7/11 two weeks ago. 
 
Springdale vandalism (Aired 4/25/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Springdale Police are looking for a vandal after tens of thousands of dollars in 
damage was recently done to public parks and city buildings. Springdale police 
said a number of trees around the city were cut in half, a park sprinkler system 
was cut, and the Pickleball courts were damaged. Now investigators are asking 
for the public's help finding the suspect responsible for this. A $1,000-dollar 
reward has been posted by police for anyone who has information leading to the 
arrest of the vandal or vandals. 
 
Moab Crash Charges (Aired 04/26/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A teenager 
involved in a deadly car crash in Moab is now behind bars with some shocking 
charges, including homicide and sexual assault. 2News was in Moab and spoke 
to people who lived in the same neighborhood as the teen that was charged and 
the teens that were hurt and charged in the crash. 
 
Masseuse rape (Aired 4/26/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Salt Lake 
City Police are looking for 22-year-old Nevin Sheehan, who has a warrant for his 
arrest for felony object rape. According to a probable cause statement, a woman 
said Sheehan touched her inappropriately in and around her gentiles during a 90-
minute massage at Healing Mountain Massage School last year. The school 
immediately removed Sheehan from contact with clients after the report.  A judge 
signed the warrant for Sheehan’s arrest Wednesday morning. Police looked for 
him throughout the day and made contact over the phone Wednesday afternoon. 
Sheehan promised detectives he would turn himself into authorities within 24 
hours. 
 
Ogden Kidnapping Scam (Aired 04/26/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – A new 
scam in Ogden has some parents worried.  Last week one Utah father got a 
phone call from someone claiming to have kidnapped his daughter.  The caller 
threatened to kill her, if the dad didn't give him money.  The man says the call 
sounded real and he could even hear a girl crying in the background.  He 
checked with his wife who told him his daughter was okay and didn't get 
scammed but now he is speaking out to help other avoid being duped.  This story 



 

 

explains how the scam works and lets viewers know what to do if they get the 
same kind of call.   
 

Sexual assault (Aired 4/27/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Police are 
investigating after a woman went to a hospital to report she had been sexually 
assaulted by an armed man at a Sandy park. Police said Monday evening or 
early Tuesday morning a woman was in her vehicle when a man entered with a 
bladed object. She said he forced her to drive to a Sandy park and then sexually 
assaulted her. The man reportedly fled on foot when a vehicle pulled into the 
park where the sexual assault was happening. The woman drove herself to a 
hospital where an officer notified dispatch of the woman's claims.  

Sandy Sex Assault (Aired 04/27/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – Police are on the 
hunt for what they are calling a would be rapist.  The brazen attack they are 
trying to track down is accused of kidnapping a woman as she pulled off a 
highway and told her to drive or she would die.  The man then told the woman to 
pull into a dark parking lot and began attacking her.  The victims say a car drove 
by, spooking the suspect, who stopped what he was doing and took off.  This 
story gives our viewer a first-hand account of what happened from the victim 
herself, gives a description of the attack and lets our viewers know that police are 
doing everything they can to try and find the suspect. 
 
Bountiful Sex Abuse (Aired 04/28/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A serial groper 
suspect is behind bars tonight. Three women say they were attacked by the man 
in Bountiful, but police say there could be more victims out there. The viewer 
learns the details of the brazen attacks, and about how the suspect victimized 
women across the Wasatch Front.  
 
Rape Arrest (Aired 04/27/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A man’s accused of 
raping a girl after they set up a date on the Tinder app. The incident happened a 
while back, but an arrest was just made this week. The viewer learns why the 
crime was not reported months before, and what happened leading up to the 
attack. 
 
Hit & Run Driver (Aired 05/01/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police are 
searching for the driver that hit and killed a bicyclist in West Valley City. The 
Victim’s son was calling his dad to tell him that the Utah Jazz had just won, but 
instead a police officer answered the phone. The viewer learns the latest details 



 

 

including the car description, and where the accident happened, in case they can 
help police catch the driver. 
 
Teacher Porn Arrest (Aired 05/01/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A West Valley 
City teacher is behind bars, accused of having albums of child pornography in his 
classroom. American Preparatory Academy says they had not seen evidence to 
suggest that Michael Hatfield had a sexual relationship with a student at the 
school, but a charging document paints a disturbing picture of what he’s accused 
of doing at the school. The viewer learns about the allegations against a teacher, 
and what both school officials and parents are saying about the accusations.  

Teacher porn arrest (Aired 5/1/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - A West 
Valley City teacher is in jail after investigators say he kept albums of child 
pornography in his classroom. Administration at American Preparatory Academy 
called police to report they discovered the photo albums in the classroom of 
Michael Hatfield. When investigators looked at the album, they report finding 24 
pages of pornography which included cut-outs and collages of nude girls, 
including captions and comments with names, ages, and stickers. Hatfield is in 
jail on a felony sexual exploitation of a minor charge, according to police.  

More jail beds (Aired 5/1/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - County 
leaders have put the wheels in motion for the first step in combating crime in the 
Rio Grande neighborhood and it begins with money to open up more jail beds 
outside of Salt Lake County. Salt Lake County Mayor Ben McAdams announced 
the council will immediately make $700,000 available for staffing and relocating 
inmates to other jails in nearby counties. During the 2017 Utah Legislative 
session, the state approved $2.8 million toward more jail beds. The state 
appropriated half the cost of 300 jail beds. The county would pay the other half, 
but waiting until July to address the public safety issue wasn’t soon enough, 
McAdams said. 

Reservoir Rescue (Aired 5/1/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Crews in 
northern Utah worked together to rescue two teen anglers who were stuck in a 
marsh at Hyrum Reservoir. State, county, and local agencies were able to get 
15-year-old Josh Kessler and 16-year-old Dallin Huber out of the Cache County 
reservoir after the two Layton boys had been stuck for about an hour. They used 
Josh's cell phone to call 911 for help.  They fell about ten feet down into the cold 
waters of the slippery marshland. As they were falling, the boys grabbed onto 



 

 

some sturdy roots for support while they waited for help. 
 
Rio Grande Crime (Aired 05/02/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Salt Lake County 
leaders say something needs to be done to fight crime in Downtown’s Rio 
Grande area. So, they’re going to rent jail beds outside the county to get dealers 
selling drugs to the homeless, off the streets. It’s all part of a state initiative. The 
viewer hears about what county leaders are trying to do to make downtown Salt 
Lake City safer for the public.   
 
Smithfield accomplice hearing (Aired 5/2/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 
seconds) - One of the two teens charged with attempted aggravated murder of 
Deserae Turner appeared in court to determine whether he will be tried as an 
adult.  In court, they argued the suspect willingly, and with forethought, 
participated in the criminal activity and later worked to cover it up. They argued 
he would be better served in the adult criminal system. They said, if found guilty, 
he would get access to rehabilitation resources for a longer period of time with 
greater supervision. The defense argued the State offered no proof of his client 
being involved in the shooting. 
 
Carjacked Mom (Aired 05/02/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – A man is behind 
bars after kidnapping a mom and her three kids.  The kidnapping happened back 
in December.  That's when police say Brandon Mckinney jumped into the back of 
the woman's car and demanded she take him to Provo. After driving around for 
about 30 minutes, the woman noticed Mckinney began to fall asleep. Her 
daughter texted a relative who called police.  Mckinney was arrested once the 
woman pulled off the highway.  This story explains why it took police more than 
four months to charge the man, gives the woman an opportunity to share her 
story and lets our viewers know what punishment the suspect could face now 
that he is officially charged. 

Snowbird skier death (Aired 5/3/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) -The 
body of a Millcreek man was discovered after Snowbird a ski patrol member 
found him unresponsive on the mountain Wednesday morning. Snowbird officials 
say the 54-year-old man was injured near Chip's Run on the mountain, but added 
that it appears nobody witnessed the injury. Unified Police said Daryl Norton was 
found alone at 10:08 a.m. Norton was an experienced skier and familiar with the 
area he was skiing, according to police. Right now it is unknown if his death was 
caused by trauma or a medical issue. 



 

 

Ogden Burglary Video (Aired 05/03/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – One Ogden 
family says they feel victimized after someone broke in and ransacked their 
home and they are now hoping their security camera can bring them justice.  
Video from that security camera show the man going though drawers in the 
bedrooms, lifting up the mattresses and looking under the beds.  The man got 
away with a gun, jewelry and electronics but not before giving the cameras a 
really good look at his face.  This story shows our viewers the security video, 
gives the homeowner a chance to explain why they feel so violated and explains 
what police are doing to try and find the suspect. 

Deportation scare (Aired 5/5/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - The first 
day of freedom for a West Valley City, Utah, mother of three who spent a week in 
a Cache County Jail after getting detained by ICE agents and scheduled to be 
deported to Mexico, was spent with family. Avelar Flores was released Thursday 
night and given a 90-day window, before ICE says she will be deported to 
Mexico. She said sitting in the jail cell is something she never wants to 
experience again. According to Sean Young, Avelar-Flores’ attorney, the threat 
of deportation is far from over. Young said from his experience he’s confident 
something will come through in 90 days. 

UDOT road closures (Aired 5/5/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Multiple exits on Interstate 80 near Foothill Drive will close for up to four months 
while crews handle construction projects, according to the Utah Department of 
Transportation. The eastbound and westbound exits at Foothill Drive will close 
May 8 and may stay closed until September. Construction crews will work to 
reconstruct several bridges at the interchange. Drivers will be rerouted to the 
Interstate 215 east belt, where they can then turn around at 3300 South and then 
take northbound I-215 to the Foothill Drive and Parleys Way exit. Along with this 
construction project, UDOT warns drivers to allow extra time for their commutes. 

SLC Employee Charged (Aired 05/05/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – A Salt Lake 
City supervisor is facing criminal charges accused of using taxpayer dollars to 
build his own home.  Ryan Broadhead allegedly rented an excavator in this role 
as Salt Lake City's wastewater collection manager, claiming it was for work up 
City Creek Canyon.  But instead, one of his employees, Brandon Peterson, used 
the equipment to dig a basement at his home. Both men are now facing a bunch 
of charged and both have been fired from their position wih the city.  This story 
gives details about all the thing prosecutor say the men did wrong, explains how 
they were caught and lets viewers know what punishment they are facing now. 



 

 

 
Smithfield Teens in Court (Aired 05/08/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Two 
Smithfield teens, accused of shooting a teenager and leaving her for dead in a 
ditch, are being tried as adults. 2News was in the courtroom, and the viewer 
hears from the teens’ parents and siblings, as the judge decided their fate in the 
attempted murder trials. 
 
Taylorsville Tire Gift (Aired 05/08/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A Vietnam Vet 
gets the surprise of his life when he shows up at a Taylorville car shop to buy 
tires. A good Samaritan handed him something that left him speechless. The 
viewer hears from the man who got the surprise gift. 
 
Runaway UTA bus (Aired 5/8/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Two 
women are being called heroes after stopping a runaway UTA bus during rush 
hour in Salt Lake City. On Friday, while in route on Foothill Drive, two women 
said the bus shut off, so the driver pulled over to check it out. Utah Transit 
Authority spokesperson, Remi Barron, said they believe the bus's engine 
overheated. As the two women watched the driver work on the engine, the 
battery was reset and they saw the door shut and the bus started rolling down 
foothill. One woman jumped in the driver’s seat and was able to stop the bus. No 
one was seriously injured.  
 
Payson Murder Arrest (Aired 05/08/2017 @9pm, 1:30 minutes) – A teen is 
behind bars now facing murder charges after a 16-year-old girl hung herself in 
Utah County.  Police say the girl discussed suicide with Tyerell Przybycien, and 
that he bought the rope, and recorded her suicide.  This story addressed a grisly 
recent crime, and the new information police had discovered connecting 
Przybycien to the case. 
 
Smithfield shooter hearing (Aired 5/8/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) – 
One of the teenage boys accused of pulling the trigger that injured Deserae 
Turner appeared in court. The 16-year-old boy, who prosecutors say admitted to 
pulling the trigger, is fighting to stay in juvenile court. The prosecution said the 
defendants admitted to shooting Deserae Turner and should be tried as an adult 
because he is a risk to the public. The judge could make a ruling in the second 
defendant's case as early as Tuesday evening, or she could wait several days, 
as she did with Decker's case. 
 



 

 

Payson Murder Arrest (Aired 05/08/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – A Spanish 
Fork man is facing murder charges after police say he helped a teenage girl hang 
herself and then recorded her death. Police say they found the victim hanging 
from a tree and as they were investigating the suspect approached the officers 
and turned himself in.  This story gives details about what the suspect told police, 
lets viewers know what evidence officers found at the scene and explains why 
the feel murder charges were warranted. 
 
Park City Fugitive (Aired 05/09/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – A convicted bank 
robber and alleged high-end thief from California has escaped arrest in Park City.  
Daniel Courson served several years in prison for robbing six banks in San 
Diego. Since his release in 2014, Courson is accused of befriending a wealthy 
and terminally ill person and then stealing from him. California investigators 
tracked him to Park City and planned to arrest him yesterday but we're told 
Courson was tipped off and vanished.  This story explains who Daniel Courson is 
and gives our viewers several aliases he uses and a description of the stolen car 
he might be driving.  This story also explains what Courson was doing in Park 
City and lets viewers know what to do if they see him or know where he is. 
 
Ogden Drowning (Aired 05/10/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – An 8-year-old boy 
drowned during a tragic accident in the water at Big D Sports Park in Ogden. The 
boy was with his family when he disappeared and ended up in the river. He was 
later found, and was not able to be revived. The viewer hears an update from 
officials about what led up to the sad events on that day. 
  
River rescue death (Aired 5/10/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) – An 8-
year-old boy that was pulled out of the Ogden River passed away. According to 
his family, Korbin Minchey had autism and was chasing his service dog when he 
fell into the river. Police said he was away from his family for as few as three 
minutes and then was gone. His service dog returned without him, alarming his 
family. He was located nearly two miles downstream from where he was last 
seen. Police said he was cold to the touch and wasn't breathing when he was 
found. 
Emergency responders performed CPR on the scene, but the boy died at 
Primary Children's Hospital Tuesday night. 
 
Fed Prosecutor Rape Folo (Aired 05/10/2017 @ 9pm, 2:30 minutes) – A Salt 
Lake woman says she was sexually abused by a federal judge when she was a 
teen and has now been waiting more than a year for justice to be served.  Terry 



 

 

Mitchell says after she secretly record federal judge, Richard Roberts, saying he 
coerced her into having sex when she was a teen in 1981 she thought he'd be 
punished.  But now a year after the allegations surfaced, no charges have been 
filed.  This story gives Terry a chance to explain why regrets taking her case to 
state leaders and give the Deputy Utah Attorney General a chance to explain 
why no charges have been filed against the judge. 
 
SSL Home Invasion (Aired 05/11/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – Police are 
searching for two men who invaded a home and attacked a woman. Police say 
the woman was home alone when she says two dark skinned men came in, 
bound her with duct tape, pistol whipped her and stole some cash. Neighbors say 
they saw the men driving away in a light gray or white compact 4- door 
passenger car.   This story explains when this home invasion took place, 
gives details about who the suspects are and the car they could be driving and 
lets viewers know what police are doing to try and find these violent criminals 
 
Carjacking (Aired 05/15/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A plea for help from a 
Taylorsville mother who became the victim of a frightening carjacking. She hopes 
someone can find the man who stole her car, with herself and her baby inside. 
Two separate car jackings happened. One at a restaurant in Salt Lake City, and 
the other at a grocery store in Taylorsville. The viewer hears the details of the 
event from the woman herself. 
  
Holt Murder (Aired 05/15/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A murder suspect is 
behind bars tonight, but detectives say they still don’t have a motive for the 
shooting. After hours of questioning the suspect, they don’t know why Jefferey 
Shephard shot and killed Matthew Holt, who was inside his car on Easter 
Sunday. The viewer learns the latest on the murder investigation that had police 
searching for the suspect for more than a month. 
 
4-Alarm Fire (Aired 05/15/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Investigators are 
piecing together what sparked a 4-alarm fire that tore through two homes. 
Dozens of firefighters battled the flames and kept if from spreading to other 
houses in the neighborhood. Witnesses say they heard explosions in the area. 
The viewer gets a live update from the scene, where they could still see smoke 
and flames coming from the home. 
 
System Fails Victim (Aired 05/15/2017 @ 9pm, 3:30 minutes) – Sources say a 
criminal probe is underway into how Daggett County officials handled a case 



 

 

sexual abuse involving a student.  Police say the victim's principal and 
superintendent knew about a case of sexual exploitation and did not report it to 
police.  According to a police report obtained by 2News, not only did the school 
officials keep it from police, they also didn't tell the girl's guardian, allowing the 
exploitation to continue for nearly a week after officials knew.  Our in-depth 
investigation includes an interview with the victim's grandfather about how school 
officials dropped the ball and we confront the principal and superintendent about 
why they did not report the abuse.  Our story also explains to viewers why the 
suspect in this case has not been charges and why the school officials have not 
been disciplined. 
 
Salt Lake City fire (Aired 5/15/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Four 
families have been displaced and more than $300,000 in damage was done in a 
four-alarm fire Monday afternoon on the west side of Salt Lake City. Firefighters 
battled the blaze in two homes for more than three hours. The cause of the fire 
was unclear Monday evening. Fire officials said the majority of the flames were 
contained in two hours and 25 minutes. Crews and investigators planned to 
remain at the scene until at least Tuesday morning to make sure it is out and 
investigate the cause. 
 
Carjacker scares family (Aired 5/15/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - A 
family, victims of a frightening carjacking, is putting out a plea for help. The 
Taylorsville family hopes someone out there will recognize the man who 
carjacked them in the middle of the afternoon and is still on the run. The family 
was sitting inside their unlocked SUV in the parking lot of the Fresh Market store 
when a strange man suddenly jumped in the SUV and told them to get out The 
suspect is described as a white man with blond hair in his early 20s about 5 feet 
4 inches to 5 feet 5 inches tall. 
 
Murder arrest (Aired 5/15/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Investigators 
arrested a man in connection with the Easter Sunday murder of Matthew Holt in 
South Salt Lake. Jeffery Ray Shephard, 36, faces charges of murder, aggravated 
robbery, and evidence tampering after allegedly robbing and shooting Holt, 46, in 
the parking lot of an industrial business near 3200 South 900 West. An off-duty 
South Salt Lake officer spotted a silver Chevy Sonic in Tooele Sunday night that 
matched the description of the vehicle from Holt’s murder. The officer called for 
assistance from Tooele County authorities who pulled Shepard over and arrested 
him. 
 



 

 

DJ Harrison (Aired 05/17/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Today is the final 
chapter in the disturbing case of a UTA worker kidnapped and murdered last 
year. DJ Harrison will spend the rest of his life in prison for his role in killing Kay 
Ricks. The viewer learns what was said in court, including a letter written by the 
victim’s family. They also learn where Harrison is headed to start to serve his 
time. 
 
SLC Robbery (Aired 05/17/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police are searching 
for a violent purse snatcher. They say the suspects rammed a car, smashed a 
window, and pulled a knife on a mother, then took off with her bag. Now 
detectives want to get these dangerous men off the streets. The viewer learns 
when and where the crime happened, and a description of the men cops are 
looking for. 
 
Cottonwood Heights Robberies (Aired 05/22/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – 
Tonight, police are searching for a man accused of robbing several Cottonwood 
Heights businesses. Local businesses say they are alarmed by the violent 
attacks, and are worried that their locations could be next. The viewer sees 
pictures of the suspect, so they know what to keep an eye out for.  
 
Skull found in backyard (Aired 5/22/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Crime scene investigators are trying to determine the identity of what appear to 
be human remains found in the cellar of a Spanish Fork home Monday morning. 
The home near 80 North 800 East is the same place where a woman lived who 
went missing nearly three decades ago. Two friends noticed some sinking dirt in 
the cellar and decided to dig down to see if there was anything in the dirt. They 
discovered what appeared to be a human skull wrapped in a blanket, according 
to Spanish Fork Police. Police say Peggy Sue Case was reported missing from 
the home in 1988. An autopsy will confirm the identity of the bones.  
 
Cottonwood Heights serial robber (Aired 5/22/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 
seconds) - Cottonwood Heights businesses are on edge after four armed 
robberies have taken place in three weeks. The first robbery happened at a local 
Subway, which he actually robbed twice, the first time on April 29th at 3:40 in the 
afternoon where police say he pulled a gun on employees. Investigators say he 
also hit The World Market and the most recent robbery happened on Sunday at 
6:00 p.m at the GameStop store. Every business in the surrounding area has his 
picture put on display so that employees are aware of the armed serial robber. 
 



 

 

Stolen Statue (Aired 05/23/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police are searching 
for a bronze statue of LDS prophets Joseph Smith and Brigham Young. The 800-
pound statue was stolen in a matter of moments early this morning in Salt Lake 
City. The entire crime, was caught on camera. The statue, is valued at $125,000. 
The viewer watches it all play out, and know what car and statue they are looking 
for.  
 
Statue stolen (Aired 5/23/2017 @ 9pm, for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Police are 
searching for the thieves who stole an 800-pound statue valued at more than 
$125,000. The bronze statue depicts former LDS prophets Joseph Smith and 
Brigham Young. It was taken from a building in Salt Lake City around 4 a.m. 
Surveillance video shows a white Ford Expedition loading the statue onto a trailer 
and then taking off. Detective Ungricht with the Salt Lake Police Department told 
2News they were “surprised that all four were able to move this statue and make 
off with it." 
 
Ogden pileup (Aired 5/23/2017 @ 9pm, for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - A man 
suspected of causing a drunk-driving pile up crash in Ogden Monday evening 
posted bail hours later. The crash happened during rush hour at the busy 
intersection of 20th Street and Wall Avenue around 5:30 p.m. Ogden City said 
Christopher Wood tried to flee the scene after he crashed into a car and caused 
a five-car pileup. Cline was arrested on multiple charges related to DUI, fleeing 
the scene, failing to obey traffic devices, and assaulting officers. 
 
Teen killed in crash (Aired 5/23/2017 @ 9pm, for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Friends and family are mourning the death of an 18-year-old Spanish Fork 
teenager who was killed in a car crash just days before her high school 
graduation. Kathrynn Shaw, 18, died in that crash at the intersection of 1600 
North Main Street in Mapleton. Police said a 17-year-old boy did not stop at a 
stop sign, hitting the SUV Shaw and two other people were riding in. Shaw was 
not wearing a seat belt and was thrown from the vehicle and died, police said. All 
others involved in the accident were treated on scene or were released from the 
hospital with non-life threatening injuries. Police were still investigating the crash 
Tuesday afternoon and no charges had been filed. 
 
AF Drug House (Aired 05/23/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – Charges could come 
against some American Fork parents who police say created filthy and unsafe 
conditions for four children.  Officers say firefighters put out a shed fire last 
month, which was started by a 5-year-old playing with a lighter.  Police say his 



 

 

parents were on drugs at the time.  Search warrants say multiple investigations 
turned up evidence of drug use, lack of care, and unsafe conditions for children. 
This story explains what charges the parents could face, gives details about the 
disturbing condition the kids were living in and lets our viewers know where the 
children are now and how they are doing. 
 
Salt Lake SWAT Standoff (Aired 05/24/2017 @ Noon, 2 minutes) - Police are 
investigating a shooting in Salt Lake City. On Wednesday morning, a SWAT 
team responded to the area of 800 South and 900 West after reports of shots 
fired coming from a home along Post Street. Initial reports made police believe 
the people involved were still inside the home. But after an hour of coaxing, 
police knocked down a door to the home and found no one was inside. This story 
let viewers know why a street in Salt Lake was shut down, and the search for a 
possible suspect.  
 
Violent Kidnapping (Aired 5/24/2017 @ 9pm, for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Police 
in Salt Lake City need your help to find a suspect and a victim who is possibly in 
danger after a morning kidnapping. The suspect has been identified as Victor 
Gambino-Perez, 32. The victim in the aggravated kidnapping is Samantha June 
Medina, 24. Witnesses reported seeing a woman being forced into a car by a 
male suspect, believed to be Gambino-Perez, with a gun. The suspect was seen 
leaving in a white or gray 1995 Pontiac Grand Am, plate E585NB. Anyone with 
information is asked to contact police. 
 
Missing St. George boys (Aired 5/24/2017 @ 9pm, for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
St. George Police Department are looking for two brothers, ages 9 and 11, that 
they say are missing and endangered. It is believed they are with their father who 
has no custodial rights and is recently divorced from the children's mother. Police 
believe their father, Ricardo Flores, 51, is heading to Tijuana, Mexico with the 
boys. It is believed they are traveling in a 2007 Dodge Caliber with Utah plate 
E462AC, pulling a trailer with a blue tarp over it. 
 
SLC Kidnapping (Aired 05/24/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police are 
searching for a man they say kidnapped a Salt Lake City woman.  Police were 
able to find the woman, who was left along the side of a road, and took her to the 
hospital.  Officers are still searching for the man accused of using a gun to force 
the woman into a car.  Our story explains how the two people involved in this 
crime know each other and gives viewers a description of the suspect and the 



 

 

car he could be driving.  We also let our viewers know that if they see this man, 
he should be considered armed and dangerous. 
 
Amber Alert Follow (Aired 05/25/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police are trying 
to get two boys back, from their non-custodial father who’s taking them to 
Mexico. The dad was supposed to take his sons to school this morning, but they 
never showed up. The viewer gets information about the boys, their dad and the 
car they are seen in, to see if they can stop them before they cross the border. 
 
Child missing in river (Aired 5/29/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) – 
Crews pulled two adults from the Provo River Monday afternoon while a child is 
still missing. A witness told 2News, the child fell into the water near Nunn's Park 
and adults were racing down the river searching frantically for the child. Police 
said the child was sitting on a rock with her mother and at least one other child 
when she somehow ended up in the river. Rescue crews are actively searching 
in an active rescue effort. A helicopter is in the area helping in the search. 
 
Family mourns loss of two (Aired 5/30/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) -
A West Jordan family is navigating its heartache and pain after a 4-year-old girl 
and her mother drowned in the Provo River. London De Deios fell into the fast 
moving water Monday afternoon. Her mother, Brenda De Dios, jumped into try 
and save her. At the De Dios home in West Jordan, a memorial was set up 
outside with candles, flowers and pictures of Brenda and London De Dios. 
Brenda’s family call her passionate and devoted to her family. She was the 
mother to five children.  
 
Provo River Drowning (Aired 05/30/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A woman, 
Good Samaritan and 4-year-old girl are all dead, after a tragic drowning in the 
Provo River. London De Dios fell into the fast-moving water, and several people 
jumped in and tried to save her. Her mother, and a stranger both drowned trying 
to get to her. The viewer got a live update from the scene with the latest on 
search efforts to find London’s body. 
 
WVC shooting (Aired 5/30/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Investigators in West Valley are on the lookout for the person responsible for a 
shooting at an apartment complex Monday afternoon. According to West Valley 
City Police, the shooting occurred just after 5 p.m. at the Somerset Village 
Apartments where a 15-year-old boy was shot by someone from inside a car. A 
witness told 2News she gave the boy emergency medical care for a gunshot 



 

 

wound. He was rushed to the hospital but police said he was conscious and 
breathing when he was transported. 
 
Fentanyl operation arrests (Aired 5/31/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
The U.S. Attorney's Office announced an indictment against six people they 
believe are responsible for an international drug trafficking ring. The group of six 
are believed to have been manufacturing and distributing the deadly, potent 
narcotic fentanyl as a fake pill. Officials believe a man arrested in a raid in 
Cottonwood Heights in November was the ringleader of the operation. That raid 
took in more than $1.2 million in cash, 500,000 pull and the pill presser that’s 
believed to have been used to make them. 
 
Three shootings (Aired 5/31/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Police are 
actively looking for shooters in three separate incidents on the west side of Salt 
Lake County. Officials say it’s too early to tell if the shootings are all related, but 
they are looking into possible connections. In one of the shootings, a 15-year-old 
was killed after a street fight in West Valley City. In the other two incidents, two 
other people were injured in drive-by shootings. 
 
Teen hit by car (Aired 6/1/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - A teen girl is 
in extremely critical condition’ after a car hit her in a Midvale crosswalk. Unified 
Police say an 85-year-old woman was driving a Ford Fusion east on 7720 South 
when she struck the 17-year-old girl. Witnesses to the crash told 2News at the 
scene that they attempted to perform CPR, but the victim was in such poor 
condition they couldn’t do it safely. Paramedics transported the girl to the 
hospital. 
 
Midvale Autoped (Aired 06/02/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police are 
investigating and accident that left a 17-year-old girl in extremely critical 
condition. An elderly woman was driving the car that hit he teen. Officials have 
not said if the driver was at fault in the accident. The viewer learns the latest 
update on the investigation into the crash, and the condition of the woman. 
 
Bell Canyon Drowning (Aired 06/05/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – A search 
and rescue crew worked for hours to retrieve the body of a man that fell and 
drowned in the fast-moving waters in Bell Canyon. The man was hiking with 
friends when the accident happened. Rescuers had to form a human chain, and 
wade in the fast-moving water for hours to accomplish the mission. The man’s 



 

 

family camped out overnight and into the next day waiting. The viewer gets an 
update on a story that started on Sunday night and continued into Monday night. 
 
Arson arrest (Aired 6/5/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) – The daughter 
of a woman killed in a West Valley City house fire has been arrested for murder 
and arson. Police say Loralie Thomas was booked into Salt Lake County Jail 
after her mother was killed in the house fire early Wednesday morning. The fire 
was set on the first floor of the house outside Kathie Thomas’ bedroom. Loralie 
admitted to police she set the fire there so her mom could not escape.  
 
WVC Arson Fire (Aired 06/05/2017 @9pm, 1:30 minutes) – Police say a woman 
started a fire in her home, hoping to kill her mom.  Neighbors say the suspect has 
suffered from mental illness for years.  Many said they were not surprised when 
they heard Loralie Querbach was arrested and facing murder charges.  This 
story updated viewers that the fire was now believed to be intentional, and the 
circumstances leading up to the tragedy. 
 
Recovery suspended (Aired 6/5/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Officials have temporarily called off the recovery efforts for the body of a hiker 
who drowned in Bell Canyon Sunday night. According to Unified Police, the water 
level in the area where the body of Siaosi Brown is stuck has risen and it is 
unsafe to continue to try and pull the body from the water. Bell drowned in Bell 
Canyon Creek after he fell while hiking with friends.  
 
Sandy Shooting (Aired 06/06/2017 @ 9pm, 5:00 minutes) – Police are 
investigating a shooting that left a woman, and child dead, and two other children 
dead. The shooter, also confirmed dead. The shooting happened just blocks from 
an elementary school. The school was put on lockdown while police secured the 
scene. The viewer heard from police on scene, and from a parent inside the 
school on lockdown.  
 
Sandy triple murder (Aired 6/6/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Three 
people are dead and two injured following a shooting in a neighborhood in 
Sandy. Police say the victims include an adult male, female and child. The adult 
male has been identified as the shooter and is dead. A juvenile male and female 
were also injured, one of them in critical condition. Witnesses say they saw a 
man fire his gun at a car. A Good Samaritan also intervened to try and help, but 
was not injured.  
 



 

 

Sandy Shooting (Aired 6/7/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - The woman 
who died in a shooting in Sandy had reported harassment from the suspect three 
days earlier. According to a news release from the Sandy Police Department, 
Memorez Rackley reported "telephone harassment" early June 3 from Jeremy 
Patterson. Sandy police declined to provide further information except to say that 
officers spoke to Patterson and asked him to stop contacting Rackley. Patterson, 
who lived in Draper, is accused of shooting and killing Rackley and her six-year-
old son. Rackley's nine-year-old son and another eight-year-old girl were 
wounded in the shooting. Patterson then turned the gun on himself, according to 
police.  
 
WVC Deadly Hit and Run (Aired 06/07/2017 @ 9pm, 2:15 minutes) – A deadly 
hit and run in West Valley is now being called a homicide.  Police say the victim, 
Jeremy Hardman, confronted the suspect who witnesses say was hitting a small 
dog on the side of the road.  After a brief argument, the suspect got back in his 
car and took off.  Just seconds later, the suspect flipped his car around, hitting 
Hardman as he was crossing the road.  The suspect took off and police are now 
searching for him.  This story explains through witness interviews what happened 
at the scene, gives viewers information about the kind of car the suspect was 
driving and what the man looks like and lets them know what police are doing to 
try and track down the suspect. 
 
Sandy Shooting Investigation Day 2 (Aired 06/07/2017 @ 9pm, 3:00 minutes) 
– Police released new details about the shooting that left a mother and her son 
dead. Her other son, and a good Samaritan’s child are both in the hospital. An 
acquaintance of the woman is the shooter, who is also dead. Police say the 
woman and the shooter had some form of a relationship, but aren’t saying right 
now what the relationship is. The viewer hears the latest details on a shooting 
that stunned and devastated a neighborhood and fitness community that the 
victim was a part of. 
 
Uintah County Shooting (Aired 06/08/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – Two 
people are in the hospital, and a third behind bars, after a shooting in Uintah 
County. Police say the men got in a fight outside a party, and it ended with one of 
them shooting a gun. The viewer gets a live report from the scene with the latest 
details from police. 
 
Rackley harassment (Aired 6/13/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Sandy Police released details Tuesday of Memorez Rackley’s report to officers 



 

 

that Jeremy Patterson was harassing her days before he killed her and her son, 
and shot two other children near Brookwood Elementary School. In a police 
report, Rackley told Sandy Police she was being followed and harassed by 
Patterson, who she described as “a man she was seeing.” The report goes on to 
say the officer explained Rackley’s legal options, but she declined to pursue 
further criminal action at that time, citing a fear that it would “provoke” Patterson 
further. Court records do not show any protective orders filed by Rackley at the 
time of her June 6 death. 
 
Sandy shooting 911 calls (Aired 6/13/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - 
Authorities in Sandy released recordings of the emergency calls reporting several 
people were shot on Alta Canyon Road last week. Memorez Rackley and her 6-
year-old son, Jase, were killed. Two other children were shot and the alleged 
shooter, Jeremy Patterson, 32, shot himself and died at the scene. Emergency 
responders arrived to the scene near Brookwood Elementary School and found 
the victims in the middle of the road. According to Sandy Police, Memorez 
Rackley had an unspecified relationship with Patterson and there was a verbal 
dispute that preceded the shooting. Police said Rackley and her children were 
picked up by a female Good Samaritan who saw her arguing with Patterson 
outside the elementary school. Patterson rammed the Good Samaritan’s car and 
then shot the victims, according to police. 
 
Sandy shooting tip (Aired 6/14/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - Police 
in Utah investigated an anonymous tip about a man who wanted to a woman he 
was dating and himself just before he killed the woman and her son. According to 
documents, the tipster called 911 about Jeremy Patterson after getting a 
message from Patterson saying he had just broken up with his girlfriend and 
wanted to kill her and himself. A Draper officer investigated the call June 6, the 
same day Patterson opened fire on the car Memorez Rackley was riding in. The 
officer tried to call the tipster but no one answered the phone number she 
provided, the report said. The tipster gave Patterson's name but did not provide 
Rackley's name. 
 
Wrong-way driver (Aired 6/14/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) –  A man 
id lucky to be alive after getting into a head-on crash with a wrong-way driver on 
I-215. It was just before midnight on Saturday when Sunny Mallick was cruising 
along I-215 when suddenly a Dodge Ram Truck appeared going the wrong way. 
His friend swerved and that’s when Mallick saw the headlights coming right at 
him. According to investigators, the driver of that truck hit two cars and then 



 

 

pulled over and ran from the scene. Troopers said they did find several items in 
the truck. Troopers say they found the owner of the truck but he told them his 
friend borrowed his truck. Investigators say the search is still on for that friend. 
 
Lyle Jeffs captured (Aired 6/15/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) – The 
polygamist leader of the FLDS church was arrested by the FBI in South Daokta. 
The FBI said they were tipped off about his whereabouts in the small town of 
Yankton. The FBI says it appears he was living in a Ford F-150 truck, was by 
himself, and had run out of resources. Investigators would not go into details 
surrounding the arrest but said the tipster called police with information about a 
man that fit the profile of Jeff’s, and gave them the description of the car he got 
into. From there, officers were able to identify Jeff’s and arrest him shortly 
afterwards. Jeffs has been wanted by the FBI since he escaped home 
confinement June 19, 2016.  
 
Jeffs case reopened (Aired 6/15/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - The 
United States Attorney's Office reopened its case FLDS leader Lyle Jeffs. Jeffs 
previously faced charges of conspiracy to commit Supplemental Nutrition 
Assistance Program benefits fraud and conspiracy to commit money laundering. 
The indictment alleged FLDS church leaders used SNAP proceeds from 
authorized beneficiaries for "unapproved purposes." The Attorney’s Office will file 
new charges against Jeffs for fleeing from law enforcement.  
 
Jeffs identified (Aired 6/15/2017 @ 9pm for 1 minute, 30 seconds) - In his 17 
years as the owner of River City Tool & Pawn in Yankton, South Dakota, Kevin 
Haug has seen a lot of unexpected things come through his shop, but never a 
fugitive polygamist. Haug said he was acting off and fidgety when Lyle Jeffs 
came into his shop Thursday. An employee at the store though Jeffs was 
suspiscious and decided to google his name. When they realized who Jeffs was, 
they contacted the FBI. 
 
Sandy Shooting 911 Tapes (Aired 06/20/2017 @ 9pm, 2:00 minutes) – We 
learned more about what a Sandy mom did to protect her kids before last week’s 
shooting that killed three people. Memorez Rackley feared that Jeremy Patterson 
would harm her and her children. The viewer hears the 911 calls that were made 
on the day of the shooting, as well as a call from the woman who tried to drive 
Rackley away from Patterson before the deadly shooting happened. 

* * * * * * * 


